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The magnitude and potential duration of the current coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic is something that most doctors currently in practice have yet to experience. While considerable information regarding COVID-19 is being published every day,
it is challenging to filter out the most relevant or appropriate information for our individual practice. The Spine Society of Singapore
convened via a teleconference on April 24, 2020 to collaborate on a national level and share collective wisdom in order to tackle the
ongoing crisis. In the teleconference, 13 spine surgeons from across various hospitals in Singapore constituted the panel of experts.
The following topics were discussed: repurposing of surgeons, continuity of spine services, introduction of telemedicine, triaging of
spinal surgeries, preoperative testing, new challenges in performing spine surgery, and preparing for the post-pandemic era. While
some issues required only the sharing of best practices, the Delphi panel method was adopted to form a consensus on others. Existing spine specific triage guidelines were debated and a locally accepted set of guidelines was established. Although preoperative
testing is currently not performed routinely, the panel voted in favor of its implementation because they concluded that it is vital to
protect themselves, their colleagues, and their patients. Solutions to operating room specific concerns were also discussed. This article reflects the opinions and insights shared during this meeting and reviews the evidence relevant to the issues that were raised.
The rapid consensus reached during the teleconference has enabled us to be concerted, and thus stronger, in our national efforts to
provide the best standard of care via our spine services in these challenging times. We believe that this article will provide some
guidance for addressing COVID-19 in spine surgery and encourage other national/regional societies to conduct similar discussions
that would help their navigation of this pandemic.
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Introduction
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), caused by the
severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-

CoV-2), was declared a worldwide pandemic on March
11, 2020 by the World Health Organization [1]. While exceptional amounts of healthcare and economic resources
have been, and continue to be, diverted toward fighting
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this virus, the end of this modern-day world appears farther away. The magnitude and potential duration of this
COVID-19 pandemic is something that most doctors currently in practice have yet to experience.
Both within and beyond the realm of the field of orthopedics, new perspectives, recommendations, and guidelines in relation to COVID-19 are being published every
day, and this has been most useful in helping us survive in
these unprecedented times. However, with a considerably
high volume of information coming in, it is often difficult
to identify the information that is most relevant or appropriate to individual practice. A phrase that has been
increasingly used throughout this pandemic encapsulates
the situation accurately: “We are in the same storm, but
not the same boat.” This aptly describes the imperative for
respective orthopedic societies to form a consensus on a
national and subspecialty-specific level to tackle the ongoing crisis. To address this, the Spine Society of Singapore
(SSS), comprising orthopedic and neurosurgical spine
surgeons from institutions across Singapore, convened
via a teleconference on the evening of April 24, 2020. This
article reflects the opinions and insights shared during the
meeting and reviews the evidence relevant to the various
issues discussed.

them. In response to the increasing rates of community
spread, Singapore went into lockdown on April 7, 2020
and remains in lockdown at the time of writing this report
[7].

Overview of Singapore’s Coronavirus
Disease 2019 Situation

Similar to that in several other countries [9-11], the orthopedic workforce in Singapore is being repurposed in
the aggressive management of the COVID-19 pandemic
[12,13]. Spine services have inevitably experienced diversion of their manpower; however, with the culling of all
elective load, most tertiary center-based spine services
have not faced many consequences. However, smaller
orthopedic spine services have had to adapt their rosters.
While orthopedic spine surgeons in the latter context have
usually already established close ties with their neurosurgeon colleagues, COVID-19 has mandated greater interdepartmental collaboration for ensuring the undisrupted
provision of spine services despite diminished manpower.

The index case of COVID-19 in Singapore was an imported case from Wuhan, China, reported on January
23, 2020 [2]. The subsequent month saw the progressive
implementation of proactive measures to slow the spread
of COVID-19, including strict border controls, aggressive
contact tracing, law-enforced quarantine in government
facilities, and a low threshold for COVID-19 diagnostic
swab tests. The efficacy of these swift draconian measures,
guided in-part by bitter lessons learned during the 2003
SARS pandemic [3], was reflected by the low rate of new
COVID-19 cases, garnering Singapore international praise
for what appeared an early flattening of the curve [4,5].
However, this victory was relatively short-lived because
the rapid spread of COVID-19 within migrant laborer
dormitories emerged and soon resulted in Singapore
having the highest number of confirmed cases among all
South East Asian countries by April 21, 2020 [6]. This second wave of infection has highlighted the vulnerability of
such underprivileged groups as well as the need to protect

Methodology
During the aforementioned SSS teleconference, 13 spine
surgeons from across various hospitals in Singapore, including all the public hospital heads of service, constituted
the expert panel. All other local spine surgeons and orthopedic trainees who had expressed interest were invited
to attend as members of the audience. The chairman of
the meeting first updated the panel on the latest developments and evidence on COVID-19, with a focus on details relevant to spine surgery. Key issues were highlighted
as per the section headings to follow. While some issues
required only a sharing of the best practices, the Delphi
panel method was adopted to form a consensus on issues
[8], such as the triaging of spinal surgeries, preoperative
testing, and new challenges during the surgery.

Deployment to the Coronavirus
Disease 2019 Frontlines

Workforce Segregation
Segregation of intra-department personnel is advised,
especially in larger hospitals where this can be practically achieved. Within a tertiary hospital’s orthopedic
department, consultants of the same subspecialty can
divide themselves into two groups and strictly ensure that
members of each group do not come in contact with one
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other. Some orthopedic departments have split themselves into teams to manage clinics and operating theaters.
Segregation formats should also apply to the junior staff
members who are attached to the teams of their respective
consultants. Constant availability of care is paramount in
orthopedic subspecialties, such as spine and trauma, that
routinely receive patients who require urgent surgical intervention. Such segregation measures would help ensure
continuity of service in case one of the subspecialty teams
become contaminated and require to be quarantined.

Continuity of Spine Services despite
Workflow Disruptions
Across all public hospitals in Singapore, surgical inpatient
and outpatient workloads have already been reduced by
70% as per the government directive. The method used
to achieve this in the outpatient setting is left to the discretion of individual spine surgeons, although the guiding principle has been, as described by Soh et al. [14],
“all non-urgent spine appointments, such as referrals for
osteoporotic compression fractures, or acute back pain
without neurology, [being] rescheduled to later dates.’’
Rescheduled patients are offered repeat analgesia prescriptions that they can collect without presenting to the
clinic and given thorough return advice. Postoperative
visits within 6 weeks of surgery have not been postponed
because these fall under “essential services.”
Operating theaters are now running at about 20% capacity to ensure the conservation of resources, such as
intensive care unit beds, personal protective equipment
(PPE), and propofol, as well as to allow the diversion
of nursing and anesthesia manpower for COVID-19
management. Consequently, all elective cases have been
cancelled, and only urgent or semi-urgent cases are being
treated. However, given the inherently wide spectrum and
time-sensitive nature in which spine pathologies tend to
present, triaging spine cases while balancing the duties
of a spine surgeon and managing COVID-19 cases has
proven challenging (as discussed in a subsequent section).
Tan Tock Seng Hospital and its affiliated National
Centre for Infectious Diseases have collectively been designated as Singapore’s epicenter of the fight against COVID-19. All ambulances transporting patients with nonrespiratory and non-life-threatening conditions are being
diverted away from this epicenter to other hospitals. Nationwide efforts to keep orthopedic inpatient admissions
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low have been aided by the public’s fear of being exposed
to the virus within a hospital environment. However,
it is difficult to deter some neurology-free, acute onset
back pain, or sciatica patients from seeking hospitalization owing to their inability to cope with their symptoms
at home. Similar to the situation before the break out of
the COVID-19 pandemic, these patients continue to be
admitted for appropriate work up and pain control before
being discharged as early as possible to free up hospital
beds. However, outpatient physiotherapy services (integral
for the treatment of these patients) have been suspended
following the implementation of lockdown laws.

Telemedicine in Spine Surgery:
A New Beginning?
The aforementioned challenges in clinical practice brought
about by the COVID-19 pandemic raise the question of
whether we can use present-day technology to improve
patient care. In order to address the lack of outpatient
physiotherapy services during the COVID-19 pandemic,
telerehabilitation may prove a worthwhile solution. Telerehabilitation services were already gaining popularity before the COVID-19 pandemic because patients started to
embrace the convenience and flexibility it affords [15]. In
conjunction with wearables, telerehabilitation can also be
used by surgeons to monitor their patients’ postoperative
functional outcomes [16]. For example, a simple wearable
device with an in-built pedometer could inform a surgeon
about the postoperative improvement in the degree of spinal stenosis and claudication.
Rather than endless postponement of outpatient visits, where appropriate, spine surgeons should attempt
to convert some of these into teleconsultations. This is
especially applicable for simple cases, such as symptom
review appointments for chronic back pain or appointments scheduled to analyze the imaging results. While a
full physical examination is not possible during a teleconsultation, valuable information can be gained by asking
the patient to demonstrate things, such as gait and power,
or to perform tasks such as buttoning a shirt. Many spine
services in Singapore have started trial teleconsultations
to help provide continuity of care despite COVID-19. This
has elicited a mixed response from the patients. In general, older patients find the technology challenging, while
younger patients are glad to be spared a physical visit.
The shift in our meetings, teaching sessions, and confer-
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ences to online platforms has been an excellent way for us
to familiarize ourselves with teleconferencing technology
and to identify potential issues early to improve patient
experience. Although the technology has already been
available for few years, COVID-19 has encouraged doctors and patients to embrace and explore telemedicine
[17]; while the COVID-19 pandemic is temporary, telemedicine is expected to continue in future clinical practices.

Spine Surgery-Specific Triage Guidelines
from a Singaporean Perspective
Thus far, only three sets of spine surgery-specific triage
guidelines have been published in response to COVID-19
[18-20]. During the SSS teleconference, local spine surgeons largely agreed with these existing guidelines; however, they also debated over the following few:
(1) Cervical or thoracic myelopathy secondary to spinal
stenosis should be considered semi-urgent if the patient
has experienced recent or rapid deterioration. All other
myelopathy cases should be considered elective, although
the progressive nature of this disease warrants that these
remaining cases be prioritized once elective surgeries are
resumed. Care should be taken to avoid postponing these
cases for too long (>4–5 months), especially since we cannot predict the length of this crisis, and meanwhile, the
list of patients requiring surgery will continue to grow.
(2) According to the National Health Service (NHS)
guidelines, metastatic spinal cord compression (MSCC)
patients should not be offered surgery if resources are
limited to the point where only selective emergency spinal surgery can be performed [20]. However, the North
American Spine Society (NASS) guidelines categorized
MSCC as its highest triage tier and recommended against
its postponement [19]. While SSS acknowledged the
stance of the NHS that the tendency for poorer prognosis
and potential for significant resource utilization by MSCC
patients meant that they should be given lower priority in
times when resources are critically limited, it also recognized that cancer prognosis (as per the treating oncologist) as well as preoperative neurological function were
crucial outcome determinants that need to be remembered. Tumor histology should also be considered because
it influences to patient prognosis [21,22]. SSS thus stratified MSCC patients as per these factors, as shown in Table
1 [23-25].
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(3) Chronic and persistent neurological deficit (that is
relatively stable and not progressive) due to neurological
compression, such as a foot drop from lumbar spondylosis
or spondylolisthesis, should be managed conservatively
during the crisis. However, if the case can be effectively
treated via smaller day procedures, such as nerve root
blocks, endoscopy, and microdiscectomy, they may be
considered for the procedure sooner (during crisis time);
however, these cases should not be prioritized over any
other cases that have already been defined as urgent or
semi-urgent (Table 1) [23-25].
The SSS used the terminology “urgent,” “semi-urgent,”
and “elective,” to define the hierarchy of triage for surgery.
An urgent case was defined as one that should not be postponed despite the ongoing crisis, a semi-urgent case was
defined as one that should be allowed to proceed during
the crisis if resources are available, and an elective case was
defined as one that should be postponed until after the
crisis. Table 1 summarizes the consensus of Singapore’s
spine surgeons on how to triage spine surgeries during
the COVID-19 crisis [23-25] and has been adapted from
the comprehensive NASS guidelines to reflect the local
opinion [19]. The orthopedic spine service of the National
University Hospital has had a long-standing tradition of
auditing all upcoming spine surgery cases every week
and has reported this to be especially beneficial during
the COVID-19 pandemic where resource availability is
constantly changing. While the following set of guidelines
provide a framework to help spine services triage their patients, the need to continually evaluate the operating lists
on a case-by-case and resource-dependent basis remains
crucial during this pandemic.

Preoperative Testing
Preoperative testing for COVID-19 would play a key
role in providing safety for all the stakeholders involved
in non-emergency surgeries. The relevant types of testing that are currently available include real time reverse
transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), the
current gold standard [26,27], and serological testing for
antibodies. RT-PCR may be performed with nasopharyngeal (NP), oropharyngeal (OP) or bronchoalveolar lavage
fluid (BAL). Inadequate sampling, illness duration at the
time of testing, and a low real time viral load may affect
the sensitivity of the test.
While BAL RT-PCR samples provide the best sensitivity
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Table 1. Triage hierarchy for spinal conditions requiring surgical intervention (by consensus of the Singapore Spine Society)

Triage category

Spinal conditions and considerations

Urgent

- Progressive or severe neurological deficit due to neurologic compression resulting from:
- Trauma
- Disc herniation, especially if resulting in cauda equina syndrome
- Infection (e.g., epidural abscesses)
- Tumor
- Spinal instability from any cause at risk of causing neurological injury (e.g., TLICS score ≥4 [23], SINS score ≥13 [24])a)
- Surgical site infections

Semi-urgent

- Myelopathy due to spinal stenosis with recent or rapid deterioration
- Tumors causing neurological compromise or spinal instability (SINS score >6) in cases that do not meet above urgent
criteria
- Infections yet to cause neurological deficit/spinal instability, but with inadequate response to pharmacological treatment
- Spinal conditions causing intractable pain or severe functional limitations that have failed conservative management (to
consider day procedures such as nerve root blocks, endoscopy, or microdiscectomy where appropriate)

Elective

- Myelopathy due to spinal stenosis with neither recent nor rapid deterioration
- Chronic and persistent neurological deficit due to neurological compression, that does not already fall into the above
categoriesb)
- Spondylolisthesis, spinal stenosis, or any degenerative spinal conditions that can be managed conservatively (at least for
the duration of the crisis)b)
- Deformity corrections (e.g., scoliosis, kyphosis, flatback syndrome)
- Revision surgery that does not fall into the above categories

TLICS, Thoracolumbar Injury Classification and Severity; SINS, Spinal Instability Neoplastic Score.
a)
Tumor cases are considered urgent if the following criteria are met: (1) present neurology no worse than the American Spinal Injury Association [25]
C (2) prognosis >1 year. If these criteria are not met, and the patient remains a surgical candidate, then the case is considered semi-urgent. b)May
consider up triaging to semi-urgent if condition can be effectively treated by day procedures such as nerve root blocks, endoscopy or microdiscectomy, but not to take precedence over any urgent or semi-urgent cases already defined above.

(93.3%) [28], OP and NP testing are used owing to their
practical and less invasive nature. Initial NP RT-PCR testing is more sensitive than OP testing in both severe (73.3%
versus 60.0%) and mild (72.1% versus 61.3%) COVID-19
cases [29]. A separate study demonstrated improvement
in NT-PCR sensitivity (from 88.6%–95.7%) when repeated after 24 hours in patients who initially tested negative
[30]. Thus, NP RT-PCR is the current recommended investigation [31]. Conflicting findings, varying accessibility,
and rapid innovation make it challenging to recommend a
single ideal serological test [32]. However, the use of available serological testing as an adjunct with either NP or OP
RT-PCR has been shown to yield combined sensitivities of
>98% [33,34].
Currently, in Singapore, unless there is reason to suspect
that a patient has contracted COVID-19, preoperative
testing for the virus is not performed. Member surgeons
of the SSS find this lack of preoperative testing concerning, especially in light of the current local situation where
community spread is sufficiently rampant to warrant a
nationwide lockdown. While acknowledging that newer
testing kits may soon prove faster or more sensitive [35],

based on the aforementioned evidence, the authors propose the implementation of a preoperative testing protocol, as shown in Fig. 1.
Ideally, 2 days before the surgery, patients should be admitted to isolation rooms in a contained ward designated
for preoperative COVID-19 testing. If the designation of
such a contained ward is not feasible, the patients may
be required to self-quarantine at home for 2 days before
the surgery, and travel between the hospital and home for
testing strictly via private transport while donning N95
respirators (National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health-approved respirators). As a standalone test, computed tomography (CT) imaging of the chest reportedly
yields the best sensitivity (97%–98%) for COVID-19 diagnosis [36,37]; although it would offer a great advantage in
preoperative testing, considering the resource limitations,
the authors feel that any available CT scanners would be
better utilized in actual COVID-19 management; thus,
this modality has not been included in our proposed protocol. To protect ourselves, our families, our colleagues
and our patients, preoperative testing for COVID-19
should be implemented as early as possible [38]
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Pre-screening triage
including CXRa)
Negative
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Nasopharyngeal
RT-PCR test 1

If negative, 24 hours later
Nasopharyngeal RT-PCR test 2
+
Serological testb)

If negative,
proceed with surgery

Non-emergency
surgery cases
Pre-screening triage
including CXRa)
Positive

Postpone surgery & send patient to
emergency department or COVID-19
screening centre

Fig. 1. Preoperative testing for COVID-19 (protocol to start 2 days before the surgery). CXR, chest X-ray; RT-PCR, reverse transcription polymerase
chain reaction; COVID-19, coronavirus disease 2019. a)Positive feature of pre-screening triage includes: temperatures >37.5°C, upper respiratory
tract infection symptoms, dyspnoea, anosmia, positive travel history, positive contact history, and CXR findings suggestive of infection. b)Serological
testing as per latest evidence and local capabilities (e.g., immunoglobulin G, immunoglobulin M, and total antibody titers).

Challenges in Performing Spine Surgery
Several new challenges in the performance of spine surgery have arisen owing to the COVID-19 pandemic. Total
intravenous anesthesia (TIVA), and thus intraoperative
neuromonitoring, are rapidly becoming unaffordable
luxuries, considering the global shortage of propofol and
the need to conserve these for the present and future COVID-19 patients requiring mechanical ventilation. While
the use of TIVA and intraoperative monitoring remains
warranted in cervical spine surgery as well as in cord
compression cases, spine surgeons should be much more
judicious in its use in any other types of spine surgery that
is being performed during this pandemic.
Full PPE should be used when managing patients
in whom COVID-19 infection has not been ruled out.
Current recommendations on PPE effective against COVID-19 include either a pair of protective goggles or a
face shield [39,40]; however, both the gears cause poor
visualization when operating with a microscope. While
day procedures, such as microdiscectomies, have become
more relevant during the present resource-limited time,
this challenge has begun to frustrate many spine surgeons.
However, one of the authors recently decided to try a pair
of swimming goggles and found the visibility of his surgical field to be better than that with the use of conventional
PPE options (anti-fog swimming goggles are advised). Alternatively, this may also be a good opportunity for spine
services to try or invest in a digital microscope.
Spine surgery often involves frequent and prolonged
use of diathermies and high-speed burrs that are known

to generate aerosols [41,42]. While there neither been a
reported case where COVID-19 transmission occurred
from patient to surgeon within the operating room, nor
the existence of studies sampling these aerosols to determine their viral titers, the knowledge that significant
SARS-CoV-2 viral loads can be found in the blood of
infected patients is concerning to spine surgeons [43,44].
Therefore, the use of these tools should be minimized as
much as possible. Where appropriate, Kerrison punches
and osteotomes should be preferred over high-speed
burrs. Although the relative vascularity of the spinal soft
tissues effectively precludes the use of a scalpel blade in
favor of a cutting diathermy, by keeping the sucker close
to the diathermy tip, aerosolization can be minimized by
eliminating as much of the aerosol as possible before it
disperses [45]. It is advised that full PPE be worn by all
operating room personnel during these aerosol generating
procedures; further, it is recommended that these procedures be performed in facilities with high-efficiency particulate air filters and closed circuit ventilation [39,46,47].

Preparing for the Post-Pandemic Era
With countless outpatient appointments and surgeries being postponed and re-postponed, spine surgeons worldwide are bracing for the inevitable post-pandemic increase
in surgical patients. While we remain hopeful regarding
the ready availability of a COVID-19 vaccine in the near
future, this is an ideal scenario that is not being depended
on by majority of the medical community. The current
reality is that if and when the situation improves, there
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will be slow and cautious reinstatement of our clinical
capacities, with persistent risk of recurrent waves of COVID-19. Therefore, in this immediate post-pandemic era,
it is likely that operating lists will remain stringent and
that the triaging of cases will remain necessary. Preoperative testing for COVID-19 should continue, and the use
of telemedicine in our outpatient services requires further
development. Spine surgeons should take advantage of
this critical time to adapt as much as possible because our
clinical practice may never be the same again.

Conclusions
The SSS teleconference discussed many important issues
that affect spine surgery in the presence of the COVID-19
pandemic. The rapid consensus has enabled us to be concerted, and thus stronger, in our national efforts to provide the best standard of care via our spine services in this
challenging time. We hope that this article provides some
guidance in addressing COVID-19 in spine surgery and
encourages other national/regional institutes to conduct
similar discussions to aid in their navigation of this pandemic.
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